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#NHSFESTIVESOCKDAY

Share your festive socks
& nominate a pair of
friends to get involved
with hashtag:

For more
fundraising
materials visit

Dig out those tacky festive
socks and take part at work
with your colleagues, with
your school, community
group or your family and friends.
It only costs £2 to take part and all money

raised goes to supporting your local
NHS charity.

If you want to go further and wear
your festive jumper, whichever you

choose, your fundraising will be used to
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Fish out your flashiest festive socks
and raise money for your local

NHS charity with your colleagues,
friends and family!

#NHSFESTIVESOCKDAY



1. Pick a winning number, write on a
slip of paper and secure in an
envelope. Make sure you have a
fabulous prize prepared for the
winner!

2. Stick up this poster somewhere
visible so that it draws people in
to play

3. Place a note with a collection tin
(or similar) asking for £2 for each
player to enter and pick their
number

4. Once all of the selections have
been made, gather everyone
together, reveal the winning
number and present them with
their prize!
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FOLD HERE

NHS

Colour in this winter star, cut it out and hang it up.



Title Name Address (Home Address) Post Code Date Paid Donation Gift Aid (✔)

Ms Felicity Festive 123A, Exmple Street NE1 4PZ 25/12/21 £10.00 ✔

If you’re a UK taxpayer, adding Gift Aid
boosts your donation by 25% – at no

extra cost to you.



If you’re a UK taxpayer, adding Gift Aid
boosts your donation by 25% – at no

extra cost to you.

Title Name Address Post Code Date Paid Donation Gift Aid (✔)

Ms Felicity Festive 123A, Exmple Street NE1 4PZ 25/12/21 £10.00 ✔





Cut along the dotted line then fold and stick the tab over some string or
ribbon to create some festive bunting.

FOLD HERE
FOLDHERE



FOLD HERE
FOLDHERE FOLDHERE

Cut along the dotted line then
fold and stick the tab over some
string or ribbon to create some
festive bunting.


